Pollen Consulting Group continues to build its foundation with the best

SYDNEY February 14, 2018: Pollen Consulting Group continues its impressive growth to meet demand for its services, by making a major
director-level appointment.
The latest impressive recruit to the Pollen team is Dr Stephan Mang, who joins as a Director. Dr Mang’s extensive experience blends leading
professional consulting services firms as well as leading manufacturing supply chains. Prior to joining Pollen, Stephan worked at a senior level in
supply chain across companies such as global giants GSK and Sue Ismiel & Daughters, alongside consultancy experience with Strategy&, Celerant
Consulting and Coriolis Consulting.
“Having worked with Stephan in the past, we are very pleased he has decided to join us on this exciting journey. Stephan’s knowledge of the industry
is exceptional and his collaborative leadership will continue to ensure our clients love what we do,” Pollen CEO, Paul Eastwood, said.
Stephan holds a PhD in Chemistry from the University of Cambridge and is a Certified SIX-SIGMA Black Belt.
Pollen is working exclusively with a number of customers in the food and beverage sector, where advice and support comes with a deep and intrinsic
understanding of their business. The past 12 months has seen a record level of growth, with more and more executives choosing Pollen as the go-to
people for unrivalled service.
Eastwood says this growth is directly attributed to Pollen’s focus on recruiting the best in the business.
“We’ve been able to attract top international talent because of our start-up culture, the autonomy we give our consultants to own their projects, create
work-life balance for themselves and the flat structure focused on clients’ problems not hierarchical politics,” Eastwood said.
In the 18 months since launch, Pollen has grown to 16 consultants and continues to develop its service offering to meet the latest trends and
innovation.
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ABOUT POLLEN CONSULTING GROUP
Pollen Consulting Group are the go-to people on value chain transformation, bottom-line performance and fostering collaboration in the food and
beverage sector.
Founded by experienced management consultant Paul Eastwood, Pollen was established with a vision to change the whole food and beverage
sector, as well as and the belief that value chains can be transformed through collaboration.
Pollen works with Australia’s leading retail and manufacturing businesses, from ASX-listed to family owned.

http://www.pollenconsultinggroup.com/
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